
Remarks to the FS Naumburg timetables:

Effectively there are 2 timetables, one for the line from Schwenkheim to Altenau, the other to Montzen.  The line 
between Schwenkheim-Altenau will be run either with DB or DR stock. 

TEEM’s 550x are dependent on the NRE timetable. In the FS table these are extended to Montzen as Tdg. The time 
for handling the loads will be too short thus the loads itself have to wait for the next train. On paper the trains run 
on to Waimes where the loco is changed against the train running in other direction. In order to prevent delays this 
has to be done efficiently. 

In Clausthal-Ost we have a abattoir (slachthaus) that exports refrigerated meat. Because the NG is too late we have 
PmG 4601 to transport milk and refrigerated vans to Schwenkheim. Clausthal-Ost is served by an Üg to collect 
loaded I-wagons and these are hung onto PmG 4601 that runs with priority to Schwenkheim as E2101. Just in time 
to hang the vans with meat onto Teem 5503 in Schwenkheim. In the afternoon any vans with animals and empty I’s 
are delivered by Üg from Clausthal, loaded meat vans and tinned fish can be hung onto the Ng8113 to 
Schwenkheim.

E2101 doesn’t have a return part but the wagons run back to Altenau in P 2902. The same wagons can be used as 
D111D.

D111D is one half of D111, the other half comes from Montzen as D111B and these are combined in Waimes and 
run as D111 to Schwenkheim (Denmark?)

The rest of the day is filled with P’s and Pt’s. The Pt’s from Montzen have connection in Waimes in both directions.

There is an optional train to run heavy goods or special traffic from Montzen/Splitveld Fabriek to Waimes. This is 
collected by LZ and then as Ür to Schwenkheim. 

The part from Waimes to Montzen is run with 
NMBS(sncb) stock. This implies that border is in Waimes and through trains will change loco.  This concerns the 
Tdg’s and D-trains. 

Although the Tdg’s can be used to run wagons between Schwenkheim and Montzen it is 
not necessary to do so. Waimes is used as center and all goods trains connect there. Thus wagons can run via 
Waimes to any part in the system.

On the line Schwenkheim-Altenau is only 1 goods train that takes the whole day to run. That is due to the failing 
section in the timetable on the middle of the day. Therefor this train arrives late at Clausthal for priority traffic.
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